No
1

Geographic Name
Andes Knolls

Accept/querry
Lin
Walter
Yas
Notes
Pending - more info required Pending morePending
data morePending
data more dataCould be considered as Knolls to ACCEPT but if it Pending. It is needed a chart/map with better
is possible to provide more data probable it lookes scale. I agree with Lin.
like the HILLS? And need to have some discussion
:

2

3

Betty Guyot
Accepted by SCUFN-25.
(Accepted by SCUFN-25.
Origin of name for noting by
Origin of name for noting by
SCUFN
SCUFN-28)
.
Bounty Ridge
Pending - more info required Pending

Pending

Pending more dataBetter to provide more data if it is possible

4

Broughton Gap

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Better to provide more data may see more detail. More data requested :
But could be considered as Accept: As the
information provided shows, it seams a small
feature since there is only 250-500m relief. It could
be nice get more data or references.

5

Calyptogena Bank

Pending - generic term

Accept

Accept

Pending

According to the excel file provided by Vaughan,
the min depth of the feature is 709 m, which is, I
would say, too deep to be called as "Bank". Further
discussion is necessary. Pending.

6

Campbell Channel

Pending

Accept but would
Accept
like more
Pending
data

7

Cavalli Valleys

Accepted

Accept

Accept

Accept

Since this is an accepted name in ACUF, I am willing to accept it.
However, an updated bathymetric map should also be shown

8

Dolphin Spur

Accepted

Accept

Accept

Accept

This is another terrible proposal. However, since is is in the ACUF
gazetteer, I am willing to accept it. Note that an updated
bathymetric map should be shown

9

Graveyard Knolls

Pending

Pending morePending
data morePending
data

Specific term is ACCEPT. And better to have some
discussion on the gineric term. And may be the
gineruc term could be considered as KNOLLS or
HILLS?: It will be great to get a map with better
scale to confirm they are knolls.Pending.

10

Herekino Bank

Pending

Accept

Accept

Pending

Pending. See my comment on Bounty Ridge.

11

Hikunui Seavalley

Accepted

Accept

Accept

I am willing to
accept it.

12

Hokianga Terrace

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Could be considered to ACCEPT but better to
provide more data if it is possible

Specific term is Accept, but the gineric term better
to have some discussion

I concur with Lin and Walter. I would say this complex surely
includes hill. This is pretty much a similar case to the Japan's
proposal to SCUFN-28, "Parece Vela Knoll Province". SCUFN-28
decided it as pending, since the feature may include hills.

In order to make consistent judgement througout the NZ's firsttrack review, I am willing to accept it. However, I would also
concur with Lin. So, this is the big problem with the NZ's first-track
proposal. All of the proposals only accompany with old charts.
The proposed names are all old, accepted names at least by NZ
community. I therefore would like accept all of these names, since
these are conform to SCUFN rules, i.e., "Names used for many
years may be accepted even though they do not conform to
normal principles of nomenclature". However, I would say, this
"Bounty Ridge" proposal is terrible. I would therefore propose
NZGB to provide updated bathymetric map, in addition to the
current set of the proposal.
I concur with Lin and Walter. See also my comment on Bounty
Ridge

Pending. See my comment on Bounty Ridge.

This is exactly the same case for Andes Knolls. Pending.

Another terrible proposal. I totally concur with Lin and Walter

13

Iselin Seamount

Pending - more info required

Accept

Accept

Pending

14

Knights Seavalley

Accepted

Accept

Accept

I am willing to
accept it.

15

Knights Terrace

Accepted

Accept

Accept

I am willing to
accept it.

16

Kupe Abyssal Plain

Pending - Generic term

Pending

Pending

YTA

Specific term is Accept, but the gineric term better I am willing to accept it, since this is already
to have some discussion
used in scientific papers. In addition, by looking
at the Google Earth, this area in fact appears to
be abyssal plain. However, I think NZGB should
provide an updated bathymetric map.

Pending - more info required

Pending

Pending

Pending

Specific term is Accept, but the gineric term need
to have some discussion
I am willing to accept it. I wonder why Madden
Canyon and Madden Basin are not proposed as
first-track.

17 Lavaud Sea Valleys

I would be actually inclined to reject it just based
on the information provided as a nauitcal chart,
although it is accepted by ACUF. I would say an
updated bathymetry is necessary for further
review. Also note that the polygon provided by
NZGB appears not representing the seamount.
The polygon needs to be revised. Pending.

18

Madden Channel

Accepted

Accept

Accept

Accept

19

Mayor Channel

Accepted

Accept

Accept

I am willing to
accept it.

20

Monowai Spur

Accepted

Accept

Accept

I am willing to
accept it.

21

Murimotu Seavalleys

Accepted

Accept

Accept

I am willing to
accept it.

22

Te Motu-o-Kura Ridge

Accepted

Accept

Accept

YTA

Accepted. The attached 2002 chart is a good one.
Every NZ's first-track proposal should have this
quality of bathymetry data.

23

Te Motu-o-Kura Trough

Pending - generic term

Accept

Accept

YTA

I would ask some discussion on the generic term.
The southern end of the feature is opened to the
south, therefore, not a trough or basin like
morphology. Pending.

Another terrible proposal. I totally concur with
Lin and Walter. Pending.

